Potentiation of isolation-induced vocalization by brief exposure of rat pups to maternal cues.
Since their discovery in 1956, the highest rates of ultrasonic vocalization (USV) have been recorded from infant rats when first isolated in an unfamiliar place. We now report that peak USV rates can be doubled by allowing test pups a brief initial period of contact with their anesthetized dam (1-10 min) in the test chamber before isolating the pup by her removal. Potentiation of the isolation response was specific to the dam, for it failed to occur following initial contact with a group of 4 warm, anesthetized littermates. Control experiments showed that potentiation could not be attributed to thermal contrast, experimenter handling, general behavioral activation, novelty of maternal cues, or nursing deprivation. Furthermore, it did not occur when pups were taken for isolation testing directly from prolonged contact with their anesthetized dam in the home cage. Potentiation may be understood in terms of the communicative role of the pups' call and/or prior learning contingencies within the mother-infant interaction.